Focused On You
When you need a garage, we can
help. Often we work with clients who
know partly what they want but need
help figuring out the rest of it. Our
extensive experience gives us the
ability to show you hundreds of garages
we have built for others over the years.
This gives you the luxury of seeing lots
of options before the building starts.
We build the way we believe we
would want it done, with integrity and

a close relationship with the client.
You stay in the loop through the
entire process and we make sure
that the project is done the way you
want it.
We specialize in constructing
and renovating equestrian facilities,
indoor arenas, run in sheds,
carriage houses, garages and other
agricultural buildings.

White Horse Construction Inc
5080 Leike Rd. Parkesburg, Pa 19365
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Garage Mezzanines
Adding a mezzanine to your garage allows for more height in part of the garage for lifts, courts, and
large vehicles while still giving you that extra space in the rest of the garage. Ask us about adding a
mezzanine.

Garage Doors

Garage Stairways

We custom build your stairway the way you need it. There are many ways to make the stairway
work for you. We work with you to make it work for the way you plan to use your garage.

Garage
Interiors
Your vehicles,
equipment and all the
stuff you want to keep
in your garage, can have
the space it needs. We
will work with you
to create a space that
works well and makes
your life easier.

Garage Storage

Garage Openers

Storage, it’s what a garage is supposed to do! There are
many ways to incorporate storage in unused areas. Lets
work together to make your garage as useful as possible.

There are several options for your garage
door openers. Lets talk about which one
works best for you.

The garage doors are often the signature of the garage, from maintenance free
painted, stamped steel, fiberglass, or all wood Spanish cedar, which can be
stained in many colors, it’s the focal point. Garage openers and remote as well
as various choices of hardware are also available.

